
HOW TO DEVELOP YOUR PROJECT
FROM IDEA

TO ARCHITECTURE DESIGN
IN 50 MINUTES





Presentation
https://atymo.me/presentations/FromIdeaToDesign/

http://localhost:8000/presentations/FromIdeaToDesign/


All about security



Androidpit - Biggest Android Portal in
Europe.

Supercat - content marketing agency
providing tailor-made solutions for

tech brands.





Dive into Basics



What is

Design?



Design
Wikipedia is saying:

"Design is the creation of a plan or convention for the

construction of an object, system or measurable human

interaction (as in architectural blueprints, engineering

drawings, business processes, circuit diagrams,

and sewing patterns)."



What is

Visual Design?



Visual design
Wikipedia is saying:

"Visual design is the design working in any media or

support of visual communication."





Software design
Wikipedia is saying:

"Software design is the process by which

an agent creates a speci�cation of a software artifact,

intended to accomplish goals, using a set of primitive

components and subject to constraints."



What is

Architecture?



Architecture
Wikipedia is saying:

"Architecture is both the process and the product

of planning, designing, and constructing buildings or

any other structures."





Software architecture
Wikipedia is saying:

"Software architecture refers to the high level

structures of a software system, the discipline of

creating such structures, and the documentation of

these structures."



Building Software

Architecture
is always about trade-o�s



List of System quality
attributes

accessibility adaptability availability usability

serviceability reliability performance supportability

portability scalability maintainability predictability

More information

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_system_quality_attributes


Let's start!



Example



"Job swap" Idea
We've had house swap and wife swap - now job swapping is

set to become the latest trend

More information

http://www.streetdirectory.com/travel_guide/189598/careers_and_job_hunting/job_swapping_adventure_without_the_risk.html






Unregistered User. Probably new to the idea.

Immediately understands the purpose of the Web Site;

Can try the service at once;

Can get a clear explenation about how the Service works;

Can register if got interested in one of the Offers;

Can sign up for the Newsletter in case no matching Offer was

found.



Registered User. Probably has already applied for a

Swap.

Can see the Status of his/her Application/-s;

Can see Suggestions and apply for more Swaps;

Can edit his/her Pro�le;

Can contact the Swap Partners;

Can change the current Application (Cancel, Discuss the Details

etc.)



How to decide on style
selection?

1. Mood

(keywords, associations with the project)

2. Target Audience

(de�ne idea's target audience)





Visual Design



Visualization of the idea
Structure of the Web Site. Basic Elements. Creating the

Wireframes.



Website Wireframes
A visual guide that represents the skeletal framework

of a website.





JobSwap Website Wireframes

Unregistered User









JobSwap Website Wireframes

Registered User





Visualization of the idea

Visual style: 

Target Audience 

Mood and Spirit 

Colors, Typography, Images, Icons 



Visual style examples













Psychology behind the

colours



Red is for energy, passion

and danger

Orange is for creativity,

youth and enthusiasm

Yellow is for happiness,

hope and spontaneity

Green is for nature,

growth and harmony – 

but also wealth and

stability

Blue is for calm, trust and

intelligence

Purple is for luxury,

mystery and spirituality



Black is for power,

elegance and

sophistication

White is for purity,

innocence and

minimalism

Gray is for professionalism,

formality and conventionality

Brown is for

wholesomeness, warmth

and honesty

Pink is for femininity,

playfulness and

romance

Multicolor is for fun, diversity

and optimism



Typography





JobSwap Website Design











Free Graphic Resources
 

Vector graphic, stock photos 

 

High resolution Images 

 

Icons 

Prototyping 

freepik.com

unsplash.com

thenounproject.com

�gma.com

https://www.freepik.com/
https://www.unsplash.com/
http://thenounproject.com/
https://www.figma.com/


Object-Oriented Analysis



The primary tasks

Find the

objects

Organize the

objects

Describe how the

objects interact

De�ne the behavior of

the objects



Object-Oriented Analysis

Tools





Example



UML. Use case

diagram





What are the

main
components?









Let's make it

simple









Object-Oriented

Design



The input for object-oriented design is
provided by the output of object-

oriented analysis.
More info

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Object-oriented_design


Questions?



Keep in touch
 

 

 

 

 

Anastasiia: atymoshchuk@icloud.com

More information: https://atymo.me

https://atymo.me/

